
       Astana

          Flag Emblem



Astana is the capital of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan.
1) Nowadays the city occupies 
710 km2.
2)880 191 people live in Astana.
3) Administrative Delegation:
*district of Almaty
*district Esil
*district Saryarka
*district Baikonur
4) Akims of Astana is Sultanov, 
Bakhyt Turlykhanovich



     Geographical position

1)The Esil River is the main water artery of 
the city. Two small rivers of Sarybulak and 
Akbulak flow through the runaway city of 
Esil. The city is surrounded by small rivers 
with a depth of 25-30 km. Some of them are 
fresh, some are hardened. Basics: Tishkankol, 
Tanakol, Glorykol, Tazkol;



          LAND  BASED

Territorial landscape is characterized by flatness and 
flatness. Here, in my pockets, there are toxic sediments in 
snow and lake or sor-grass. The city is located in a fierce belt 
of its belt, in its dark brown, brown soils, in a flooded belt of 
fescue. Soil cover is not homogeneous, but diverse. The ⅔ 
area of the city is covered Astana is located on the plains of 
Ishim River and partly by a wavy, waterfall plane.



CLIMATE
 

From the frontier to the ocean floor, here is 
the coldest, but in the cities where you can 
spend your wedding or shirote (Uralsk, 
Voronezh). Leto here is heat and shrinkage, 
and, unfortunately, this is not the case, 
most of the atmospheric precipitations fall 
out during the heat season (April / October).



ECONOMY

The economy of the disaster 
creates: trade, transport and 
communication, construction. 
In the city of Astana, the 
second largest city of 
Kazakhstan is Astana. Almaty. 
The two-way regional product 
is the two cities - Alma-Ata 
and Astana - comprise the 
most part of the whole 
territory of Kazakhstan.  
Astana is also the second 
largest city in the country. 
Astana is leading the country 
in the pace of construction.



Baiterek



Khan-Shatyr



Palace of Peace and 
Reconciliation



Museum of the First President of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan



Nazarbayev Center



"Ailand" visual review 
wheel



"Duman" oyyn-sayyk 
keshenі



"Kazakh Eli" kesheni 
memorials



Dancing fountain


